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THE MUSIC
Born in the German spa town of Honnef am Rhein, Boris Papandopulo (1906-91)
emerged as one of the most significant Croatian musicians of the twentieth century.
Son of the Greek nobleman Konstantin Papandopulo and the famous Croatian
opera singer Maja Strozzi-Pečić, he arrived with his mother in Zagreb in 1910. In
the 1920s Papandopulo studied conducting with the Dutch conductor Dirk Fock
in Vienna and later studied composition under Blagoje Bersa at the Zagreb Music
Academy, graduating in 1929.
Papandopulo remained active as a conductor from the time he made his debut with
Zagreb’s Kolo Singing Society in 1927. (This is the ensemble for whose 80th anniversary he
later wrote his Hrvatska Misa [Croatian Mass]). He led the Zvonomir Choral Society in Split
from 1935 to 1938, and in the early 1940s, was conductor for several important musical organizations in Zagreb: the afore-mentioned Kolo Choral Society, the orchestra of the Croatian
Music Institute, the Zagreb Opera (1940-45, where he was director from 1943-45), and the
Radio Zagreb Symphony Orchestra (1942-45). After World War II he focused his attention
on opera, holding posts at opera houses in Rijeka (1946-48, 1953-59), Sarajevo (1948-53),
Zagreb (1959-65), and Split (1968-74). In 1965 he was elected a full member of the Yugoslav
(now Croatian) Academy of Sciences and Arts.
In addition to his activities as a conductor, Papandopulo was an extremely prolific composer,
with several hundred works in his catalog. The earliest examples from the 1920s exhibit overtly
national characteristics, but Papandopulo soon embraced the more abstract neo-classical style
in fashion at the time and integrated the two approaches. As a result, he created a distinctive
voice akin to those of his older contemporaries Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) and Béla Bartók
(1881-1945), two composers in whose music this stylistic duality is also apparent. Papandopulo
took the forms and structures of neo-classicism and infused them with the rhythms, ornamental
features, and melodic contours characteristic of folksong.

Papandopulo’s distinctive stylistic pluralism is evident in his solo piano music. Papandopulo
himself was a very fine pianist, and the virtuoso element is certainly evident throughout his
keyboard oevre. His works from before World War II boast youthful exuberance, along with
a pronounced variety of timbres that span the keyboard and an abundance of surface-level
melodic filigree.
These characteristics are immediately apparent in the Scherzo fantastico (track 1) from
1932. Dedicated to the Croatian child prodigy pianist Antonija Geiger-Eichorn (1893-1971),
the playful work blends, as Dubrvako Detoni asserts, Istrian features with modernist polytonal
and polyrhythmic elements. The distinctive parallel motion alludes to the idiomatic two-part
singing of the northern Adriatic peninsula, while the evocative melodies suggest aspects of the
region’s distinctive half-step whole-step hexatonic scale. Virtuoso flourishes infuse the work,
from the attention-grabbing opening gesture to the highly effective pppp ending.
The earliest piece included here is the Partita from 1931 (tracks 15-18). In this fourmovement work, Papandopulo asserts his stylistic goal to synthesize neo-classical principles
with folk idioms. This intent is revealed in his choice of movement titles: I. Popevka (Chant),
II. Igra (Game), III. Adagietto, and IV. Toccata. The first two are descriptive in nature,
suggesting folkloristic associations, while the third indicates tempo and the fourth a genre,
leaning toward the abstract and the neo-classical. This plurality in nomenclature is likewise
reflected in the music itself. The lyrical and serene opening chorale of Popevka (track 15)
reappears in different keys amidst various textures. Its reserved atmosphere gives way to
joviality in Igra (track 16), a quasi-fugal fantasy in which 5/4 is mixed with 6/4 to emulate the
asymmetrical meter of many folk dances. The slow movement (track 17) simultaneously
reflects the absolute music aesthetic and the rhapsodic dimension inherent in folk music. The
concluding toccata (track 18) is a virtuosic tour-de-force filled with motor rhythms, chromatic
runs in both directions, and demanding octave passages.
This recording’s third pre-World War II work is the Sonatina (tracks 2-5) from 1942,
which Papandopulo dedicated to the well-known Croatian pianist Melita Lorković (1907-87).
Its first movement (track 2) reveals the influence of Impressionism through a pentatonic
melody that rests gracefully atop flowing left-hand scalar passages. The second movement
(track 3) opens with an instrumental recitative marked “quasi rubato” that evokes a pristine

pastoral dialogue with ornamented melodies and an impromptu spirit. The third movement
(track 4), marked Con brio, is a village toccata during which aural images of the kolo, the
famous South Slavic round dance, are intertwined with lyrical melodic passages.
After World War II, Papandopulo began to explore richer and more complex textures in
his music and added these dimensions to the youthfulness and virtuosity of his earlier works.
The range of his compositional palette continued to grow as he embraced twelve-tone music
and various jazz idioms.
This increased breadth of musical influences informs Papandopulo’s last work for piano,
10 X 1: Ten Musical Impressions Each Lasting One Minute (tracks 5-14), written in 1989.
Dalibor Čikojević gave the set’s first performance on August 4, 2004, at the Osor Musical
Evenings. According to Čikojević, the work is “an impressive, kaleidoscopically created synthesis
of all the composer’s styles and techniques.” The exuberant Allegro moderato (track 5) functions
in essence as an overture and sets the stage for the nine movements that follow. The haunting
Phyrgian mode opening of the second miniature, Adagio (track 6), adroitly migrates toward a
serenely satisfying conclusion. The tightly interlocked melody in the ostinato-driven quintuplemetered third movement (track 7), Vivace, evokes a folk atmosphere, while the following
Pesante (track 8), quotes Richard Wagner’s famous Tristan chordal sequence before folkinspired materials emerge in the piano’s lower register. The fifth movement, “Dodekafonska”
(track 9), reveals Papandopulo’s ability to create highly expressive music through imitative
linear and horizontal twelve-tone practices. The jazz-inspired waltz (track 10) is somewhat
contemplative, while the two-part invention that follows (track 11) sparkles with neo-classical
clarity. The eighth miniature, Andantino (track 12), evokes a spirit of mystery through its
expansive melody, accentuated bass notes, and occasional flourishes. The penultimate movement, Allegro (track 13), is a jovial polka with more than a hint of mischievousness, while the
concluding Allegro con brio (track 14) abounds with shifting moods and meters before settling
into a delightful march.
An earlier collection of miniatures, Eight Studies (tracks 19-26) was written in 1956 and
dedicated to the famous Croatian piano teacher Svetislav Stančić (1895-1970). Like 10 X 1,
this set of pieces also displays a wide array of musical mannerisms. The title “study” could refer
either to the technical pianistic aspects, as in an etude, or to the realm of compositional

practices and styles, as in a character piece. Indeed, both definitions are appropriate here. The
first study, Vivacissimo (track 19) is a wildly driven crystalline entity that demands a steady
pulse through a plethora of metric changes. Tempo di Tango (track 20) combines Latin
American and Croatian elements, including augmented seconds, and requires the performer
to maintain a strong sense of elegant refinement during seductive arpeggiated passages. The
third number, Allegro moderato (track 21), is a fast-paced toccata with sharp dynamic contrasts
peppered with hints of Bach and Gershwin. This is followed by a lilting waltz-scherzo (track 22)
in which Papandopulo explores various metric stresses against gently oscillating harmonies.
The modernist fifth study (track 23), marked Andante con moto, is based on twelve-tone
technique, but also features vertical structures consisting of slithering parallel fifths in one
instance and tranquil quartal harmonies in another. The sixth study (track 24) is a satirical,
fast mocking march filled with clever metric shifts. Papandopulo labels the penultimate study
“Tempo di Blues” (track 25) and evokes the sultriness associated with the African American
style through languid chromaticism, cascading thirds, fourths, and octaves, and a myriad of
syncopations. The set concludes with a brilliant virtuoso display (track 26) in which a lengthy
diabolical passage played in octaves momentarily gives way to a segment in contrary motion
before the octaves return and the work pushes toward its end.
Papandopulo’s style is marked by its eclecticism and the artful manner in which various
musical idioms are brought together, either through fusion or by appearing in close succession. But what is truly distinctive and remarkable is how Papandopulo ends his works. Final
measures are always effective and often surprising. The vivacious Scherzo fantastico, for
example, ends quietly, while many pieces feature either silent bars or a held sonority before a
brief final flourish. Papandopulo’s concluding epigrams are wholly satisfying and add just the
right sparkle to his pluralistic yet cohesive musical creations.
—W A. E

THE ARTIST
Described by the New York Times as an “able and persuasive
advocate” of new music, pianist Nicholas Phillips has performed
across the U.S. in recital as a soloist and collaborative artist.
He regularly gives lecture-recitals and presentations at
professional conferences, with recent appearances in the U.S.,
England, Croatia, and Korea. Phillips, who is currently on
faculty at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, holds degrees
in piano performance from the University of Missouri-Kansas
City Conservatory of Music and Dance, Indiana University, and the University of NebraskaLincoln. He is committed to the promotion of music outside the mainstream of the standard
repertoire, and to works by living composers. His CD Portals and Passages, featuring solo piano
works by American composer Ethan Wickman, is also available from Albany Records.
www.nicholasphillips.net
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